Argonautics Newsletter

- Continue to receive positive feedback on newsletters from within Argo community
- Publishing on ~yearly basis
- Want to keep content interesting – include articles in addition to the usual set including meeting summaries, float technology progress, etc.
- Need to evaluate if we should publish one this summer
Possible Articles

• Feature the education and outreach presentations given at AST-14 (SEREAD by Julie Hall, PI-GOOS by Phil Wiles, Engaging Students by Carol Briesman, South Africa by Tammy Morris, BGC by Herve Claustre)

• Millionth Profile celebration (based on latest Argo Brochure, IOC/UNESCO press releases)

• Summaries of AST-14, ASW-4 (P-Y LeTraon), AMDT-13 (S. Pouliquen or A. Thresher)

• Deep float developments in US, France (will ask Serge LeReste) and Japan (?)

• Any other float technology updates: MRV systems, etc.

• Introduce Argo thesis citation list

• Other ideas?